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New EPA Power Plant Rules Threaten Grid Reliability

The Environmental Protection Agency released four major new regulations for the
electric industry this year, including a much-anticipated rule to cut emissions from power
plants, a sweeping move that will aggravate reliability concerns for electric cooperatives
and other utilities nationwide.
 “The path outlined by the EPA is unlawful, unrealistic and unachievable,” said Jim
Matheson, CEO of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association. “It undermines
electric reliability and poses grave consequences for an already stressed electric grid.”
 The power plant rule constrains existing coal and new natural gas plants by requiring
them to install carbon capture and storage technology that is not yet reliable or
commercially available. 
 “The new EPA rules ignore our nation’s ongoing electric reliability challenges and are the
wrong approach at a critical time for our nation’s energy future,” Matheson said. 
 The power plant rule will force the early closure of electricity generation sources and
impede the construction of new natural gas plants. The timing of these sweeping new
rules is particularly troubling as electric utilities face a surge in demand for electricity due
to factors like transportation electrification and the rapid expansion of data centers to
support artificial intelligence, e-commerce and cryptocurrency.
 Electric cooperatives understand the need to keep the lights on at a cost local families
and businesses can afford. Clean energy technologies must be balanced with generation
sources to ensure a reliable electric grid. 
Electric cooperatives like Jasper-Newton Electric Cooperative deliver power to 42 million
Americans. Our top priority is to meet our members’ energy needs, and we must have
reliable electricity available to do that.

By becoming an aficionado of your
ceiling fan, you can save money on
your electric bill.
Ceiling fans create a wind chill effect
on your skin to make you feel a few
degrees cooler. Raise the thermostat a
few degrees and turn on fans to reduce
air conditioning costs—which make up
a big part of your electric bill. 
Set fan blades to rotate
counterclockwise during summer
months and clockwise during winter
months. Remember, ceiling fans cool
people but don’t actually lower the
indoor temperature. Turn them off
when you leave the room. If your fan
has a light fixture, consider using an
LED bulb, and remember to turn off
the light when you’re not using it. 
Ceiling fan design has come a long way
with myriad aesthetic and functional
options. You can find ceiling fans big
and small with lights, dimmable lights,
remote controls, stylish blades, flush-
mounts and down-rods. Smart ceiling
fans allow you to control the device
with a cellphone app. 
There are even outdoor ceiling fans
designed for patios, porches and
pergolas. Turning the outdoor ceiling
fan on can help cool you off outside on
hot summer days. 

Become a Fan of the Fan 
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